
Wall mounting case
For surface mounting of LSI:s 
MTY- and GLY control system

Approval:

Surface mounting, IP54:
Break mains power.
Mount the HB-81 Mounting case to the wall; 
use the small washers that are included.
Connect wires according to diagram.
Mount the inner case (the controller) into the 
mounting case using the small, included 
screws (Connections downwards).
Connect mains power.
If necessary, make min. adjustment and turn 
controller off.
Mount the cover to the mounting case. Do 
not over tighten the nut!
The white dust protection sealing is used 
only for flush mounting.
With switch in ”off” position; press the knob 
on to the shaft.

Drain water hole:
When needed, a 5mm hole can be drilled at 
the bottom of the mounting case.
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